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Summary 

This work outlines the development of the Allergenix house dust mite (HDM) sheep model of acute and chronic 
allergic asthma, a result of ongoing research investigations based in Melbourne, Australia. As a research model, 
sheep are ideally suited for respiratory diseases to bridge the gap between rodent and humans.  A suite of new 
preclinical in vitro and in vivo assays have been developed with the purpose of delivering enhanced mechanistic 
data, better informing efficacy study design. Central to this, our proprietary sheep model of acute and chronic 
allergic asthma uses the relevant human allergen house dust mite, and represents many features of human 
asthmatic disease. Further, the similar features of ovine and human airways makes sheep an enhanced model for 
appropriate preclinical investigations of respiratory drug delivery and efficacy, with strong translational outcomes. 
Our models provide an improved pathway for preclinical validation of new drug targets or evaluation of emerging 
drug delivery technologies.  

Introduction 

The similarities in anatomical and physiological features of ovine and human airways makes sheep an ideal 
model for appropriate preclinical investigations of respiratory drug delivery and efficacy. Our research group has a 
strong focus on large animal (sheep) models of asthma (based on the relevant human allergen house dust mite, 
HDM) and other respiratory disease (COPD, pulmonary fibrosis), pulmonary inflammation, and drug delivery 
systems. 

Our skills and facilities have enabled development of novel assays that have delivered important mechanistic 
data, better informing efficacy study design 

[1-3]
.
 
Such in vivo efficacy studies can be shown to offer an improved 

pathway for preclinical validation of new drug targets and evaluation of emerging drug delivery technologies, with 
strong translational outcomes. 

Methods 

For the sheep asthma model, animals are immunised with solubilised HDM (with alum as adjuvant), and atopic 
sheep selected from animals that show elevated levels of HDM-specific IgE. Sheep are then given repeated HDM 
airway challenges to induce features of acute and chronic disease 

[1, 2]
.  

Results 

In contrast to smaller animal models (Table 1), sheep exhibit similar breathing patterns, lung characteristics and 
pathophysiology to humans, evident with respect to: lung size, anatomy and development; bronchial circulation 
and airway innervations; characteristics of mast cells and epithelial mucus production.  

The adaptability and suitability allow a 
broad range of techniques to be 
incorporated into studies in this sheep 
model, particularly with respect to target 
identification and endpoint analysis. This 
level of flexibility accommodates a number 
of study designs, including different 
drug/compound administration routes (oral; 
intrapulmonary (whole lung or targeted to 
individual lung lobes/segments); intranasal; 
injections (iv, im, id, sc, ip); in-life 
monitoring (body weight, temperature, 
blood pressure, heart rate, O2/CO2 blood-
gas levels). In sheep we are able to 
conduct comparable measures of lung 
mechanics, performed in un-sedated 
(awake) animals, and simultaneous 
measurement of physiological and 
immunological parameters in blood and 
airways. 
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Airway'characterisGcs'and'pulmonary'physiology'

'

Parameter '''' ''''''Human ''''''''Sheep ''' 'Rat'
'
body'mass ''''''' ''''''''80'kg ''''''''''45'kg '''''''''''''0.3'kg'
'
nose'and/or'''''''''''' ''''mouth/nose '''''''mouth/nose ''''''''''''''nose'
mouth'breathers'
'
branching'system' ''
of'tracheaUbronchial'
airways ' ' ''''dichotomous''''''''''dichotomous'''''''''''''monopodial'
'
Gdal'volume'(mL)' '''''400'U'616 ''''''''180'U'405''''''''''''''''''0.87'U'2.08'
'
respiratory'rate ''''''' '''''''12'U'20 ''''''''''15'U'40 ' '''85'
(breaths/minute)'

Table 1.  Airway physiology and pulmonary characteristics in 
human versus sheep versus rat 
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Measures and biomarker analyses available in sheep include: arterial/venous cannulation; endobronchial 
brushings and tissue samples, bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) sampling; histology (H&E, Alcian Blue, PAS, 
Masson’s Trichrome, etc); immunohistochemistry and immunostaining/immunochemistry (surface, intracellular, 
tissue structure); electron microscopy; flow cytometry (surface, intracellular, multicolour); ELISA detection of 
cytokines and biomarkers of inflammation/disease; microarray and other molecular analyses. 

In the context of allergic asthma, the HDM sheep asthma model displays a host of significant features (Figure 1) 
including: high serum IgE and allergic inflammation in the lungs after allergen challenge; activated inflammatory 
cells (eosinophils, mast cells, macrophages, dendritic cells, T cells), Th2 and other inflammatory cytokines, mucus 
hypersecretion, airway wall remodelling and compromised lung function.  

Our model is based on the relevant human allergen HDM, and offers an improvement to the Ascaris sheep 

asthma model, allowing for a more standardised sensitisation protocol and significant features of allergic asthma 
that are not replicated in the Ascaris model (Table 2). The HDM sheep asthma model has also been shown to be 
responsive to human drug/antagonist treatments.  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Conclusions 

A broad range of techniques are incorporated into studies undertaken in the sheep model including: pilot studies 
to assess compound activity in the sheep model; controlled experimental studies of disease processes involved in 
asthma, COPD and pulmonary fibrosis; testing of different routes of delivery/application, including nebulisation 
and dry-powder delivery, and other parenteral routes; whole and targeted ‘segmental’ lung delivery; evaluation of 
novel airway delivery technologies; detailed immunological analyses and pharmacokinetics/pharmacodynamics; 
immune analyses at the cellular and molecular level, and cytokine and inflammatory marker expression; capacity 
for repeated in-life blood and BAL sampling, as well as tissue sampling of lung segments through endobronchial 
brushings/biopsies; post-mortem analyses; real-time measurement of airway mechanics/lung function before, 
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Figure 1.  Features of the Allergenix sheep asthma model; sensitisation followed by airway allergen challenge 
produces inflammation (acute and chronic), as well as airway wall remodelling in the chronic condition 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2.  Sheep model of allergic asthma: HDM (Allergenix) versus Ascaris 
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during and after experimental treatments, in un-sedated animals; surgical techniques including blood and 

lymphatic cannulation.  

There are significant and unique features of this sheep model of acute and chronic allergic asthma and its 
differentiation from other sheep models in using the relevant human allergen house dust mite.  
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